This is the second in a series of articles devoted to showing that a typical covering map of large degree to a fixed, regular graph has its new adjacency eigenvalues within the bound conjectured by Alon for random regular graphs.
This paper is the second in a series of six articles whose main results are to prove a relativized version of Alon's Second Eigenvalue Conjecture, conjectured in [Fri03] , in the case where the base graph is regular.
For a detailed introduction to this series of articles, we refer the reader to this first article in this series.
In this article we prove theorems regarding the existence asymptotic expansions that count the expected number of walks subject to certain conditions, in families of random graphs. These expansion theorems are the basis for proving the existence of asymptotic expansion regarding certified traces studied in the third article of this series.
The proofs of the main theorems of this article are based on on the methods of [Fri91] . However, in this article we "factor" the methods in [Fri91] into a number of independent parts, and we have stated the results in each part in as general terms as seems reasonable. Furthermore, some of the computations in [Fri91] have been simplified. In this sense, the results of this article involve some new ideas beyond a straightforward generalization of the methods of [Fri91] . Of course, this article is longer due to the fact that we need to introduce the more general setting of random covering maps that replace random graphs, and that our second main theorem counts, roughly speaking, the number of walks times the number of times the isomorphism class of a fixed graph lies in the random graph.
We wish to stress that all the main techniques in this article appear in our proof of the first main theorem, which is a simple generalization of the main expansion theorem, Theorem 2.18, of [Fri91] . These techniques can be understood already just in the context of random graphs as in [Fri91] , and the reader may wish to keep this case in mind.
In this article we consider functions f = f (k, n) such as the expected number of strictly non-backtracking, closed walks of length k of a fixed homotopy type in a random graph admitting a covering map of degree n to a fixed graph, B; in this article we do not require B to be regular. We show that such functions have expansions c 0 (k) + c 1 (k)/n + · · · + c r−1 (k)/n r−1 + O(1)c r (k)/n r to any order r, where the coefficients c i = c i (k) have desirable properties. It is easy to see that such expansions exist; the main work is to prove the theorems we require regarding the c i (k).
We refer the reader to the first article in this series for a detailed description of the definitions we use and their motivation. These definitions are reviewed in Section 2. The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 3 we state the main theorems in this article. In Section 4 we give the "length-multiplicity formula" that is the foundation of our proofs of both main theorems. In Section 5 we outline the proof of our first main theorem, which we give in Sections 6-9; Section 6 is devoted to proving our "Certified Dot Convolution" Lemma, an abstract lemma about a type of convolution of two multivariate functions, and Section 7 is a lemma about certain statistics regarding regular languages; both of these lemmas serve to factor the proof of the expansion theorem, Theorem 2.18, of [Fri91] . In Section 10 we give some preliminary terminology and ideas needed to prove our second main theorem, which we complete in Section 11.
Review of the Main Definitions
We refer the reader to Article I for the definitions used in this article, the motivation of such definitions, and an appendix there that lists all the definitions and notation. In this section we briefly review these definitions and notation.
2.1. Basic Notation and Conventions. We use R, C, Z, N to denote, respectively, the the real numbers, the complex numbers, the integers, and positive integers or natural numbers; we use Z ≥0 (R >0 , etc.) to denote the set of non-negative integers (of positive real numbers, etc.). We denote {1, . . . , n} by [n].
If A is a set, we use N A to denote the set of maps A → N; we will refers to its elements as vectors, denoted in bold face letters, e.g., k ∈ N A or k : A → N; we denote its component in the regular face equivalents, i.e., for a ∈ A, we use k(a) ∈ N to denote the a-component of k. As usual, N n denotes N [n] = N {1,...,n} . We use similar conventions for N replaced by R, C, etc.
If A is a set, then #A denotes the cardinality of A. We often denote a set with all capital letters, and its cardinality in lower case letters; for example, when we define SNBC(G, k), we will write snbc(G, k) for # SNBC(G, k).
If A ⊂ A are sets, then I A : A → {0, 1} (with A understood) denotes the characteristic function of A , i.e., I A (a) is 1 if a ∈ A and otherwise is 0; we also write I A (with A understood) to mean I A ∩A when A is not necessarily a subset of A.
All probability spaces are finite; hence a probability space is a pair P = (Ω, P ) where Ω is a finite set and P : Ω → R >0 with ω∈Ω P (ω) = 1; hence an event is any subset of Ω. We emphasize that ω ∈ Ω implies that P (ω) > 0 with strict inequality; we refer to the elements of Ω as the atoms of the probability space. We use P and Ω interchangeably when P is understood and confusion is unlikely.
A complex-valued random variable on P or Ω is a function f : Ω → C, and similarly for real-, integer-, and natural-valued random variable; we denote its Pexpected value by If Ω ⊂ Ω we denote the probability of Ω by
At times we write Prob P [Ω ] where Ω is not a subset of Ω, by which we mean Prob P [Ω ∩ Ω].
2.2. Graphs, Our Basic Models, Walks. A directed graph, or simply a digraph, is a tuple G = (V G , E dir G , h G , t G ) consisting of sets V G and E dir G (of vertices and directed edges) and maps h G , t G (heads and tails) E dir G → V G . Therefore our digraphs can have multiple edges and self-loops (i.e., e ∈ E dir G with h G (e) = t G (e)). A graph is a tuple G = (V G , E dir G , h G , t G , ι G ) where (V G , E dir G , h G , t G ) is a digraph and ι G : E dir G → E dir G is an involution with t G ι G = h G ; the edge set of G, denoted E G , is the set of orbits of ι G , which (notation aside) can be identified with E dir G /ι G , the set of equivalence classes of E dir G modulo ι G ; if {e} ∈ E G is a singleton, then necessarily e is a self-loop with ι G e = e, and we call e a half-loop; other elements of E G are sets {e, ι G e} of size two, i.e., with e = ι G e, and for such e we say that e (or, at times, {e, ι G e}) is a whole-loop if h G e = t G e (otherwise e has distinct endpoints).
Hence these definitions allow our graphs to have multiple edges and two types of self-loops-whole-loops and half-loops-as in [Fri93, Fri08] . The indegree and outdegree of a vertex in a digraph is the number of edges whose tail, respectively whose head, is the vertex; the degree of a vertex in a graph is its indegree (which equals its outdegree) in the underlying digraph; therefore a whole-loop about a vertex contributes 2 to its degree, whereas a half-loop contributes 1.
An orientation of a graph, G, is a choice E or G ⊂ E dir G of ι G representatives; i.e., E or G contains every half-loop, e, and one element of each two-element set {e, ι G e}. A morphism π : G → H of directed graphs is a pair π = (π V , π E ) where π V : V G → V H and π E : E dir G → E dir H are maps that intertwine the heads maps and the tails maps of G, H in the evident fashion; such a morphism is covering (respectively,étale, elsewhere called an immersion) if for each v ∈ V G , π E maps those directed edges whose head is v bijectively (respectively, injectively) to those whose head is π V (v), and the same with tail replacing head. If G, H are graphs, then a morphism π : G → H is a morphism of underlying directed graphs where π E ι G = ι H π E ; π is called covering orétale if it is so as a morphism of underlying directed graphs. We use the words morphism and map interchangeably.
A walk in a graph or digraph, G, is an alternating sequence w = (v 0 , e 1 , . . . , e k , v k ) of vertices and directed edges with
, and strictly non-backtracking closed, or simply SNBC, if it is closed, non-backtracking, and ι G e k = e 1 . The visited subgraph of a walk, w, in a graph G, denoted VisSub G (w) or simply VisSub(w), is the smallest subgraph of G containing all the vertices and directed edges of w; VisSub G (w) generally depends on G, i.e., VisSub G (w) cannot be inferred from the sequence v 0 , e 1 , . . . , e k , v k alone without knowing ι G .
The adjacency matrix, A G , of a graph or digraph, G, is defined as usual (its (v 1 , v 2 )-entry is the number of directed edges from v 1 to v 2 ); if G is a graph on n vertices, then A G is symmetric and we order its eigenvalues (counted with multiplicities) and denote them
If G is a graph, its Hashimoto matrix (also called the non-backtracking matrix), H G , is the adjacency matrix of the oriented line graph of G, Line(G), whose vertices are E dir G and whose directed edges are the subset of E dir G ×E dir G consisting of pairs (e 1 , e 2 ) such that e 1 , e 2 form the directed edges of a non-backtracking walk (of length two) in G (the tail of (e 1 , e 2 ) is e 1 , and its head e 2 ); therefore H G is the square matrix indexed on E dir G , whose (e 1 , e 2 ) entry is 1 or 0 according to, respectively, whether or not e 1 , e 2 form a non-backtracking walk (i.e., h G e 1 = t G e 2 and ι G e 1 = e 2 ). We use µ 1 (G) to denote the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of H G , and use µ i (G) with 1 < i ≤ #E dir G to denote the other eigenvalues of H G (which are generally complex-valued) in any order.
If B, G are both digraphs, we say that G is a coordinatized graph over B of degree n if (1)
, t G (e, i) = (t B e, i), h G (e, i) = (h B e, σ(e)i) for some map σ : E dir B → S n , where S n is the group of permutations on [n]; we call σ (which is uniquely determined by (1)) the permutation assignment associated to G.
[Any such G comes with a map G → B given by "projection to the first component of the pair," and this map is a covering map of degree n.] If B, G are graphs, we say that a graph G is a coordinatized graph over B of degree n if (1) holds and also
, and hence σ(ι B e) = σ(e) −1 ; we use Coord n (B) to denote the set of all coordinatized covers of a graph, B, of degree n.
The order of a graph, G, is ord(G) def = (#E G ) − (#V G ). Note that a half-loop and a whole-loop each contribute 1 to #E G and to the order of G. The Euler characteristic of a graph, G, is χ(G) def = (#V G ) − (#E dir G )/2. Hence ord(G) ≥ −χ(G), with equality iff G has no half-loops.
If w is a walk in any G ∈ Coord n (B), then one easily sees that VisSub G (w) can be inferred from B and w alone.
If B is a graph without half-loops, then the permutation model over B refers to the probability spaces {C n (B)} n∈N where the atoms of C n (B) are coordinatized coverings of degree n over B chosen with the uniform distribution. More generally, a model over a graph, B, is a collection of probability spaces, {C n (B)} n∈N , defined for n ∈ N where N ⊂ N is an infinite subset, and where the atoms of each C n (B) are elements of Coord n (B). There are a number of models related to the permutation model, which are generalizations of the models of [Fri08] , that we call our basic models and are defined in Article I; let us give a rough description.
All of our basic models are edge independent, meaning that for any orientation E or B ⊂ E dir B , the values of the permutation assignment, σ, on E or B are independent of one another (of course, σ(ι G e) = (σ(e)) −1 , so σ is determined by its values on any orientation E or B ); for edge independent models, it suffices to specify the (S nvalued) random variable σ(e) for each e in E or B or E dir B . The permutation model can be alternatively described as the edge independent model that assigns a uniformly chosen permutation to each e ∈ E dir B (which requires B to have no half-loops); the full cycle (or simply cyclic) model is the same, except that if e is a whole-loop then σ(e) is chosen uniformly among all permutations whose cyclic structure consists of a single n-cycle. If B has half-loops, then we restrict C n (B) either to n even or n odd and for each half-loop e ∈ E dir B we choose σ(e) as follows: if n is even we choose σ(e) uniformly among all perfect matchings, i.e., involutions (maps equal to their inverse) with no fixed points; if n is odd then we choose σ(e) uniformly among all nearly perfect matchings, meaning involutions with one fixed point. We combine terms when B has half-loops: for example, the term full cycle-involution (or simply cyclic-involution) model of odd degree over B refers to the model where the degree, n, is odd, where σ(e) follows the full cycle rule when e is not a halfloop, and where σ(e) is a near perfect matching when e is a half-loop; similarly for the full cycle-involution (or simply cyclic-involution) model of even degree and the permutation-involution model of even degree or of odd degree.
If B is a graph, then a model, {C n (B)} n∈N , over B may well have N = N (e.g., our basic models above when B has half-loops); in this case many formulas involving the variable n are only defined for n ∈ N . For brevity, we often do not explicitly write n ∈ N in such formulas; for example we usually write lim n→∞ to abbreviate lim n∈N, n→∞ .
Also we often write simply C n (B) or {C n (B)} for {C n (B)} n∈N if confusion is unlikely to occur. A graph is pruned if all its vertices are of degree at least two (this differs from the more standard definition of pruned meaning that there are no leaves). If w is any SNBC walk in a graph, G, then we easily see that VisSub G (w) is necessarily pruned: i.e., any of its vertices must be incident upon a whole-loop or two distinct edges [note that a walk of length k = 1 about a half-loop, (v 0 , e 1 , v 1 ), by definition, is not SNBC since ι G e k = e 1 ]. It easily follows that VisSub G (w) is contained in the graph obtained from G by repeatedly "pruning any leaves" (i.e., discarding any vertex of degree one and its incident edge) from G. Since our trace methods only concern (Hashimoto matrices and) SNBC walks, it suffices to work with models C n (B) where B is pruned. It is not hard to see that if B is pruned and connected, then ord(B) = 0 iff B is a cycle, and µ 1 (B) > 1 iff χ(B) < 0; this is formally proven in Article III (Lemma 6.4). Our theorems are not usually interesting unless µ 1 (B) > µ 1/2 1 (B), so we tend to restrict our main theorems to the case µ 1 (B) > 1 or, equivalently, χ(B) < 0; some of our techniques work without these restrictions.
2.3. Asymptotic Expansions. A function f : N → C is a polyexponential if it is a sum of functions p(k)µ k , where p is a polynomial and µ ∈ C, with the convention that for µ = 0 we understand p(k)µ k to mean any function that vanishes for sufficiently large k 1 ; we refer to the µ needed to express f as the exponents or bases
it is the sum of a function of growth ν plus a polyexponential function whose bases are bounded by µ 1 (B) (the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of H B ); the larger bases of f (with respect to ν) are those bases of the polyexponential function that are larger in absolute value than ν. Moreover, such an f is called (B, ν)-Ramanujan if its larger bases are all eigenvalues of H B .
We say that a function f = f (k, n) taking some subset of N 2 to C has a (B, ν)bounded expansion of order r if for some constant C we have
Typically our functions f (k, n) as in (4) are defined for all k ∈ N and n ∈ N for an infinite set N ⊂ N representing the possible degrees of our random covering maps in the model {C n (B)} n∈N at hand.
Tangles.
A (≥ ν)-tangle is any connected graph, ψ, with µ 1 (ψ) ≥ ν, where µ 1 (ψ) denotes the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of H B ; a (≥ ν, < r)-tangle is any (≥ ν)-tangle of order less than r; similarly for (> ν)-tangles, i.e., ψ satisfying the weak inequality µ 1 (ψ) > ν, and for (> ν, r)-tangles. We use TangleFree(≥ ν, < r) to denote those graphs that don't contain a subgraph that is (≥ ν, < r)-tangle, and HasTangles(≥ ν, < r) for those that do; we never use (> ν)-tangles in defining TangleFree and HasTangles, for the technical reason (see Article III or Lemma 9.2 of [Fri08] ) that for ν > 1 and any r ∈ N that there are only finitely many (≥ ν, < r)tangles, up to isomorphism, that are minimal with respect to inclusion 2 .
2.5. B-Graphs, Ordered Graphs, and Strongly Algebraic Models. An ordered graph, G ≤ , is a graph, G, endowed with an ordering, meaning an orientation (i.e., ι G -orbit representatives), E or G ⊂ E dir G , and total orderings of V G and E G ; a walk, w = (v 0 , . . . , e k , v k ) in a graph endows VisSub(w) with a first-encountered ordering: namely, v ≤ v if the first occurrence of v comes before that of v in the 1 This convention is used because then for any fixed matrix, M , any entry of M k , as a function of k, is a polyexponential function of k; more specifically, the µ = 0 convention is due to the fact that a Jordan block of eigenvalue 0 is nilpotent.
2 By contrast, there are infinitely many minimal (> ν, < r)-tangles for some values of ν > 1 and r: indeed, consider any connected pruned graph ψ, and set r = ord(ψ) + 2, ν = µ 1 (ψ). Then if we fix two vertices in ψ and let ψs be the graph that is ψ with an additional edge of length s between these two vertices, then ψs is an (> ν, < r)-tangle. However, if ψ is ψ with any single edge deleted, and ψ s is ψs with this edge deleted, then one can show that µ 1 (ψ s ) < ν for s sufficiently large. It follows that for s sufficiently large, ψs are minimal (> ν, < r)-tangles.
sequence v 0 , v 1 , . . . , v k , similarly for e ≤ e , and we orient each edge in the order in which it is first traversed (some edges may be traversed in only one direction). We use VisSub ≤ (w) to refer to VisSub(w) with this ordering. A morphism G ≤ → H ≤ of ordered graphs is a morphism G → H that respects the ordering in the evident fashion. We are mostly interested in isomorphisms of ordered graphs; we easily see that any isomorphism G ≤ → G ≤ must be the identity morphism; it follows that if G ≤ and H ≤ are isomorphic, then there is a unique isomorphism G ≤ → H ≤ .
If B is a graph, then a B-graph, G /B , is a graph G endowed with a map G → B (its B-graph structure). A morphism G /B → H /B of B-graphs is a morphism G → H that respects the B-structures in the evident sense. An ordered B-graph, G ≤ /B , is a graph endowed with both an ordering and a B-graph structure; a morphism of ordered Bgraphs is a morphism of the underlying graphs that respects both the ordering and B-graph structures. If w is a walk in a B-graph, G /B , we use VisSub /B (w) to denote VisSub(w) with the B-graph structure it inherits from G in the evident sense; we use VisSub ≤ /B (w) to denote VisSub /B (w) with its first-encountered ordering. At times we drop the superscript ≤ and the subscript /B ; for example, we write G ∈ Coord n (B) instead of G /B ∈ C n (B) (despite the fact that we constantly utilize the B-graph structure on elements of Coord n (B)). (1) for each r ∈ N there is a function, g = g(k), of growth µ 1 (B) such that if k ≤ n/4 we have
is the number of SNBC walks of length k in G whose visited subgraph is of order at least r; (2) for any r there exists a function g of growth 1 and real C > 0 such that the following holds: for any ordered B-graph, S ≤ /B , that is pruned and of order less than r, (a) if S /B occurs in C n (B), then for 1 ≤ #E dir S ≤ n 1/2 /C,
where the O(1) term is bounded in absolute value by C (and therefore independent of n and S /B ), and where c i = c i (S /B ) ∈ R such that c i is 0 if i < ord(S) and c i > 0 for i = ord(S); and (b) if S /B does not occur in C n (B), then for any n with #E dir S ≤ n 1/2 /C,
(3) c 0 = c 0 (S /B ) equals 1 if S is a cycle (i.e., ord(S) = 0 and S is connected) that occurs in C n (B); (4) S /B occurs in C n (B) iff S /B is anétale B-graph and S has no half-loops; and (5) there exist polynomials p i = p i (a, b) such that p 0 = 1 (i.e., identically 1), and for everyétale B-graph, S ≤ /B , we have that
Notice that condition (3), regarding S that are cycles, is implied by conditions (4) and (5); we leave in condition (3) since this makes the definition of algebraic (below) simpler. Notice that (6) and (8) are the main reasons that we work with ordered B-graphs: indeed, the coefficients depend only on the B-fibre counting function a, b, which depend on the structure of S ≤ /B as a B-graph; this is not true if we don't work with ordered graphs: i.e., 2.6. Homotopy Type. The homotopy type of a walk and of an ordered subgraph are defined by suppressing its "uninteresting" vertices of degree two; examples are given in Section 6 of Article I. Here is how we make this precise.
A bead in a graph is a vertex of degree two that is not incident upon a selfloop. Let S be a graph and V ⊂ V S be a proper bead subset of V S , meaning that V consists only of beads of V , and that no connected component of S has all its vertices in V (this can only happen for connected components of S that are cycles); we define the bead suppression S/V to be the following graph: (1)
(2) its directed edges, E dir S/V consist of the V '-beaded paths, i.e., non-backtracking walks in S between elements of V whose intermediate vertices lie in V , (3) t S/V and h S/V give the first and last vertex of the beaded path, and (4) ι S/V takes a beaded path to its reverse walk (i.e., takes (v 0 , e 1 , . . . , v k ) to (v k , ι S e k , . . . , ι S e 1 , v 0 )). One can recover S from the suppression S/V for pedantic reasons, since we have defined its directed edges to be beaded paths of S. If S ≤ = VisSub ≤ (w) where w is a non-backtracking walk, then the ordering of S can be inferred by the naturally corresponding order on S/V , and we use S ≤ /V to denote S/V with this ordering.
Let w be a non-backtracking walk in a graph, and S ≤ = VisSub ≤ (w) its visited subgraph; the reduction of w is the ordered graph, R ≤ , denoted S ≤ /V , whose underlying graph is S/V where V is the set of beads of S except the first and last vertices of w (if one or both are beads), and whose ordering is naturally arises from that on S ≤ ; the edge lengths of w is the function E S/V → N taking an edge of S/V to the length of the beaded path it represents in S; we say that w is of homotopy type T ≤ for any ordered graph T ≤ that is isomorphic to S ≤ /V ; in this case the lengths of S ≤ /V naturally give lengths E T → N by the unique isomorphism from T ≤ to S ≤ /V . If S ≤ is the visited subgraph of a non-backtracking walk, we define the reduction, homotopy type, and edge-lengths of S ≤ to be that of the walk, since these notions depend only on S ≤ and not the particular walk.
If T is a graph and k : E T → N a function, then we use VLG(T, k) (for variablelength graph) to denote any graph obtained from T by gluing in a path of length k(e) for each e ∈ E T . If S ≤ is of homotopy type T ≤ and k : E T → N its edge lengths, then VLG(T, k) is isomorphic to S (as a graph). Hence the construction of variable-length graphs is a sort of inverse to bead suppression.
If T ≤ is an ordering on T that arises as the first encountered ordering of a nonbacktracking walk on T (whose visited subgraph is all of T ), then this ordering gives rise to a natural ordering on VLG(T, k) that we denote VLG ≤ (T ≤ , k). Again, this ordering on the variable-length graph is a sort of inverse to bead suppression on ordered graphs. 2.7. B-graphs and Wordings. If w B = (v 0 , e 1 , . . . , e k , v k ) with k ≥ 1 is a walk in a graph B, then we can identify w B with the string e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e k over the alphabet E dir B . For technical reasons, the definitions below of a B-wording and the induced wording, are given as strings over E dir B rather than the full alternating string of vertices and directed edges. The reason is that doing this gives the correct notion of the eigenvalues of an algebraic model (defined below).
Let w be a non-backtracking walk in a B-graph, whose reduction is S ≤ /V , and let S ≤ /B = VisSub ≤ /B . Then the wording induced by w on S ≤ /V is the map W from E dir S/V to strings in E dir B of positive length, taking a directed edge e ∈ E dir S/V to the string of E dir B edges in the non-backtracking walk in B that lies under the walk in S that it represents. Abstractly, we say that a B-wording of a graph T is a map W from E dir T to words over the alphabet E dir B that represent (the directed edges of) non-backtracking walks in B such that (1) W (ι T e) is the reverse word (corresponding to the reverse walk) in B of W (e), (2) if e ∈ E dir T is a half-loop, then W (e) is of length one whose single letter is a half-loop, and (3) the tail of the first directed edge in W (e) (corresponding to the first vertex in the associated walk in B) depends only on t T e; the edge-lengths of W is the function E T → N taking e to the length of W (e). [Hence the wording induced by w above is, indeed, a B-wording.]
Given a graph, T , and a B-wording W , there is a B-graph, unique up to isomorphism, whose underlying graph is VLG(T, k) where k is the edge-lengths of W , and where the B-graph structure maps the non-backtracking walk in VLG(T, k) corresponding to an e ∈ E dir T to the non-backtracking walk in B given by W (e). We denote any such B-graph by VLG(T, W ); again this is a sort of inverse to starting with a non-backtracking walk and producing the wording it induces on its visited subgraph.
Notice that if S ≤ /B = VLG(T ≤ , W ) for a B-wording, W , then the B-fibre counting functions a S /B and b S /B can be inferred from W , and we may therefore write a W and b W .
2.8. Algebraic Models. By a B-type we mean a pair T type = (T, R) consisting of a graph, T , and a map from E dir T to the set of regular languages over the alphabet E dir B (in the sense of regular language theory) such that (1) all words in R(e) are positive length strings corresponding to non-backtracking walks in B, (2) if for
T . Let C n (B) be a model that satisfies (1)-(3) of the definition of strongly algebraic. If T a subset of B-graphs, we say that the model is algebraic restricted to T if either all S /B ∈ T occur in C n (B) or they all do not, and if so there are polynomials
(1) setting h(k) to be the number of B-graph isomorphism classes ofétale Bgraphs S /B such that S is a cycle of length k and S does not occur in C n (B), we have that h is a function of growth (d − 1) 1/2 ; and (2) for any pruned, ordered graph, T ≤ , there is a finite number of B-types,
[In Article I we show that if instead each B-wording belong to at least one Btype T type j , then one can choose a another set of B-types that satisfy (2) and where each B-wording belongs to a unique B-type; however, the uniqueness is ultimately needed in our proofs, so we use uniqueness in our definition of algebraic.]
We remark that one can say that a walk, w, in a B-graph, or an ordered Bgraphs, S ≤ /B , is of homotopy type T ≤ , but when T has non-trivial automorphism one cannot say that is of B-type (T, R) unless-for example-one orders T and speaks of an ordered B-type, (T ≤ , R). [This will be of concern only in Article II.]
We define the eigenvalues of a regular language, R, to be the minimal set µ 1 , . . . , µ m such that for any k ≥ 1, the number of words of length k in the language is given as
, with the convention that if µ i = 0 then p i (k)µ k i refers to any function that vanishes for k sufficiently large (the reason for this is that a Jordan block of eigenvalue 0 is a nilpotent matrix). Similarly, we define the eigenvalues of a B-type T type = (T, R) as the union of all the eigenvalues of the R(e). Similarly a set of eigenvalues of a graph, T (respectively, an algebraic model, C n (B)) is any set containing the eigenvalues containing the eigenvalues of some choice of B-types used in the definition of algebraic for T -wordings (respectively, for T -wordings for all T ).
[In Article V we prove that all of our basic models are algebraic; some of our basic models, such as the permutation-involution model and the cyclic models, are not strongly algebraic.]
We remark that a homotopy type, T ≤ , of a non-backtracking walk, can only have beads as its first or last vertices; however, in the definition of algebraic we require a condition on all pruned graphs, T , which includes T that may have many beads and may not be connected; this is needed when we define homotopy types of pairs in Article II.
2.9. SNBC Counting Functions. If T ≤ is an ordered graph and k : E T → N, we use SNBC(T ≤ , k; G, k) to denote the set of SNBC walks in G of length k and of homotopy type T ≤ and edge lengths k. We similarly define
where k ≥ ξ means that k(e) ≥ ξ(e) for all e ∈ E T . We denote the cardinality of these sets by replacing SNBC with snbc; we call snbc(T ≤ , ≥ ξ; G, k) the set of ξ-certified traces of homotopy type T ≤ of length k in G; in Article III we will refer to certain ξ as certificates.
Main Theorems in this Article
In this section we state the main theorems that we prove. First we state the simplest theorem. 
] has a (B, ν)-bounded expansion c 0 (k) + · · · + c r−1 (k)/n r−1 + O(1)c r (k)/n r to any order r, and the bases of the coefficients of the expansion is a subset of any set of eigenvalues for the model C n (B).
We recall from the discussion regarding (4) that the above expansion holds for k, n where f (k, n) is defined and 1 ≤ k ≤ n 1/2 /C for some constant C depending on r; since f (k, n) is only defined for n ∈ N (and any k), the above expansion holds for all (k, n) with n ∈ N and 1 ≤ k ≤ n 1/2 /C.
The proof of the above theorem is a straightforward generalization of the theorems [Fri91] . The difference in this article is that we "factor" this proof into a number of independent parts, and each part is stated in as general a form as is reasonably possible.
We also note that Theorem 3.1 shows the limits of the trace methods of [Fri91]: when T is a bouquet of m whole-loops and µ 1 (T ) = 2m − 1 exceeds d − 1 (for any integer d ≥ 2), then Theorem 3.1 can no longer produce (B, ν)-bounded coefficients with ν arbitrarily close to (d−1) 1/2 . For this reason [Fri91] limits itself to r of order d 1/2 ; Puder [Pud15] gets a better bound; in our language and methods, Puder's improvement is due to the fact that c i is of growth max (d − 1) 1/2 , 2i + 1 for all i, which can be obtained from Theorem 3.1, and which Puder exploits in the range where i is greater than order d 1/2 (up to 2i + 1 ≤ d − 1).
The next two theorems are successively stronger. However, the proofs of these theorems are easy adaptations of the proof of Theorem 3.1, except for the additional terminology needed regarding homotopy type; hence the reader can read almost the entire article with only Theorem 3.1 in mind. Unlike Theorem 3.1, the motivation for the next theorem will not be clear until we discuss certified traces in Article III (see also Appendix A of Article I). 
Then for any r ≥ 1 we have
has a (B, ν)-bounded expansion
where the bases of the coefficients of the expansion is a subset of any set of eigenvalues of T ≤ in the model C n (B); furthermore c i (k) = 0 for i < ord(T ).
The proof of the theorem above is easily modified to prove the next theorem, although the terminology is more cumbersome. It is used in Article III when certified traces are multiplied by indicator functions of tangles; see Article I for an overview of its importance, which is akin to equation (39) in the proof of Theorem 9.3 of [Fri08] . Let ψ ≤ /B be any pruned ordered B-graph. Then for any r ≥ 1 we have
the bases of the coefficients in the expansion are some subset of any set of eigenvalues of the model, and c i (k) = 0 for i less than the order of all B-graphs that occur in C n (B) and contain both a walk of homotopy type T ≤ and a subgraph isomorphic to ψ /B . Note that Theorem 3.3 reduces to of Theorem 3.2 in the case where ψ ≤ /B is the empty graph (which has a unique ordering and B-graph structure).
The Length-Multiplicity Formula
In this section we give the first step in the proof of Theorem 3.2, which we call the length-multiplicity formula.
Assume the hypotheses of Theorems 3.2. We wish to prove that
has a (B, ν)-bounded asymptotic expansion to any order r.
4.1. The Difficulty With Walks of Order One or More. Our strategy, on the finest level, is to fix an ordered B-graph, S ≤ /B , and consider the G ∈ C n (B) expected number of walks, 
To simplify matters we note that [Recall from Article I that if k 1 divides k, then there are 2k 1 SNBC walks of length k in a cycle, C, of length k 1 , but there are only 0 or 1 when C is endowed with an ordering (and 1 when the ordering arises from some SNBC walk whose ordered visited subgraph is C ≤ ).] 4.2. The Abstract Length-Multiplicity Formula. Now we make some observations on visits(S ≤ , k).
First, for any S ≤ /B , taking expectations in (13) over allS ≤ /B isomorphic to S ≤ /B shows that for any n and S ≤ /B we have
Example 4.2. To get some intuition regarding (16), recall (Section 6 of Article I) that when T ≤ is the unique SNBC walk homotopy type of order zero, then we sum (16) over all S ≤ /B of length k , and by (15) it suffices to consider k dividing k. We then use the fact that C n (B) is algebraic to expand the expected value in (16) an asymptotic series. For example, if C n (B) is the permutation model and B is a bouquet of d/2 whole-loops (as in [BS87, Fri91] ), then the first two terms are
. . , f d/2 being any orientation of B. We then sum this over all S ≤ /B whose length is k , which we can identify with all SNBC walks in B of length k , to obtain the first two terms in (12) for this T ≤ of order 0.
The length-multiplicity formula is an approach to working with visits(S ≤ , k) when T ≤ is a homotopy type of order 1 or more, used in [Fri91, Fri08] .
Let us introduce some useful definitions.
For such a walk we define the edge multiplicities of w in S as the vector m : E S → N where m(e) is the number of times that e is traversed along w in either direction. For an ordered graph, S ≤ , and function m : E S → N, let legal(S ≤ , m) denote the number of legal walks, w, in S ≤ with edge multiplicities m.
The following simple observation is fundamental to our methods.
Lemma 4.4. Let S ≤ be an ordered graph that is the homotopy type of some SNBC walk; let T ≤ be its homotopy type and let k = k S be the edge lengths
The proof is simple, but a bit long to write down carefully.
Proof. By definition,
For each e T ∈ E dir T , let beaded(e T ) denote the V -beaded path in S corresponding to e T , and let first(e T ) ∈ E dir S be the first directed edge in this beaded path. Now we describe a simple one-to-one correspondence between legal walk in S ≤ and T ≤ : if w S is a non-backtracking walk in S, then whenever w S traverses first(e T ) for some e T , then it must immediately traverse the rest of beaded(e T ), whereupon it ends on a vertex of V S /V = V T . This sets up a correspondence between nonbacktracking walks in S that begin and end in vertices of V T = V S /V and nonbacktracking walks in T . We easily see that if w S corresponds to w T , then (1) w S is SNBC in S iff w T is so in T , (2) w S visits all of S iff w T does so in T , and (3) the first encountered order of w S on S is S ≤ iff the same on w T on T is T ≤ . Since legal walks in S ≤ begin and end on the first vertex of S ≤ , which lies in
then the multiplicity of w S on each edge E S is the same as than on edge of E T to which it corresponds. Hence the length of w S equals k · m. It follows that w S is length k iff the corresponding walk w T in T has k · m = k. Hence the sum over all w S that are legal walks in S ≤ length k equals the sum of all its corresponding legal walks T ≤ with k · m = k; hence we conclude (17) [The same lemma holds for non-backtracking walks using the more general correspondence of non-backtracking walks in S and T , since by definition the homotopy type of such walks never suppresses the first or the last vertex. Both [BS87, Fri91] worked with non-backtracking walks, and hence use this modification of Lemma 4.4; on the other hand, this series of articles and [Fri08] work only with SNBC walks.]
In view of (16) and (17), we have
Definition 4.5. Let T ≤ be an ordered graph, and let T be any class of B-graphs of homotopy type T ≤ that is the union of isomorphism classes of ordered B-graphs (i.e., if S ≤ /B ∈ T , then any ordered B-graph isomorphic to S ≤ /B lies in T as well). For any k : E T → N, the subset of T elements of lengths k, denoted T [k], is the subset of S ≤ /B whose edge lengths k S equal k. If T denotes any subclass of ordered B-graphs of homotopy type T ≤ which is a union of isomorphism classes of ordered B-graphs, then summing the above equality over one representative in T (for each class of ordered B-graphs) we have
where the sum [S ≤ /B ] ∈ T [k] means that we sum over one representative S ≤ /B of each isomorphism class of ordered B-graphs. In fact, we shall apply this with a fairly broad set of values for T , and our most general length-multiplicity formula is based on the above formula. Let us state this "abstract" length-multiplicity formula.
Lemma 4.6. Let B be any graph, n ∈ N, and C n (B) a probability space of B-graphs of degree n. Let T ≤ be an ordered graph, and let T be any class of ordered B-graphs of homotopy type T ≤ that is the union of isomorphism classes of ordered B-graphs. Then for any k, n ∈ N
Proof. This is immediate from (20) and (21).
The Length-Multiplicity Formula in Applications.
To prove the main expansions theorem in this article, such as for (12), we will apply Lemma 4.6 to some very special cases that we now describe.
Definition 4.7. Let B be a graph. By an ordered B-type we mean an ordered graph, T ≤ , and a B-type (T, R); we use T Otype = (T ≤ , R) to denote an ordered B-type. Let w be a non-backtracking walk in some B-graph; we say that w or
is of homotopy type T ≤ , and the wording that S ≤ /B induces on T is a wording in R.
Notice that, in contrast to the above definition, it is more problematic to say whether or not S ≤ /B is of homotopy type (T, R) when T has nontrivial automorphisms: without an ordering on T , the wording that S ≤ /B induces on T depends on isomorphism of the reduction of S ≤ /B to T . To prove Theorem 3.2 we will write (9) as a sum over ordered B-types by partition all SNBC walks of homotopy type T ≤ according to their ordered B-type; this is why we will need ordered B-types as opposed to B-types. Similarly the same holds with T Otype replaced by T ≤ .
Proof. In Lemma 4.6 we take T equal to all ordered B-subgraphs of B-type T Otype and edge lengths k ≥ ξ; this yields (23) and (24). For the similar statement with T ≤ replacing by T Otype , we let T to be those ordered B-subgraphs of types T ≤ and edge lengths k ≥ ξ.
4.4.
Remarks on the Length-Multiplicity Formula. Lemma 4.9 has the effect of writing a "decoupled" expression for (23) in terms of edge lengths, k, of walks and their multiplicities m, an expression which we will call a certified dot convolution (in Definition 5.1). This is our approach to proving Theorem 3.2. We will apply Lemma 4.9 to B-types T Otype where C n (B) is algebraic, i.e., where there are polynomials p 0 , p 1 , . . . such that any S ≤ /B of this type has
where c i (S /B ) = p i (a S ), and g is a function of growth 1 depending on r (but not S).
The main technical difficulty in proving Theorem 3.2 is to sum such p i (a S ) over all S of a given B-type, i.e., to sum p i (a W ) over all wordings, W , of type T Otype ; this can be done by adapting the methods of [Fri91] .
The Methods of Broder-Shamir and Multiplicities Greater Than
One. To understand how we use Lemma 4.9, it is helpful to keep in mind the special case where T ≤ is the homotopy type of a cycle. In this case T has one vertex and one edge, a whole-loop. It follows that the formula k · m = k reads k 1 m 1 = k, and hence k 1 must be a divisor of k. It then follows that the case m 1 = 1, i.e., k 1 = k, gives the dominant terms in the asymptotic expansions (see Section 6 of Article I), and when m 1 ≥ 2 we have k 1 ≤ k/2, which gives terms whose coefficients are functions of growth (d − 1) 1/2 or smaller. This calculation goes back to [BS87] .
Even for general T ≤ , of any order, these observations guide our style of estimating (23). Namely, if m ≥ 2, i.e., m(e) ≥ 2 for each e ∈ E T , then such a term gives rise to expansion coefficients of growth (d−1) 1/2 or smaller. So our approach to estimating (23) will separate the case m ≥ 2 from all the other cases (see Subsection 6.1). Moreover, for any E ⊂ E T we will consider the case where m(e) = 1 for e ∈ E and m(e) ≥ 2 for e / ∈ E . Intuitively speaking, in this case the k · m = k condition gives larger terms (and expansion coefficients) when the part of k · m involving the e ∈ E is as large as possible (i.e., close to k), and the part involving e / ∈ E is as small as possible. What we will show (similarly to [BS87, Fri91] ), roughly speaking, is that for a fixed E , when each e / ∈ E has values k(e) = 1, 2, 3, . . ., we get coefficients that decay geometrically in these values of k(e) for e / ∈ E . We make this precise and more general in Lemma 5.7.
Outline of the Proof of Theorem 3.2
In this section we outline the proof of Theorem 3.2 and introduce some notation and concepts that we will need. The proof of Theorem 3.3 is similar although involves more cumbersome notation.
Our proof is based on Lemma 4.9; we require some definitions.
Definitions: The Dot Convolution and Polyexponential Functions.
Definition 5.1. Let f, g be two functions N s → C for some integer n ≥ 1, and fix a ξ ∈ N s . We defined the ξ-certified dot convolution of f and g to be the function N → C, denoted f ≥ξ g, given by
. where (1) the sum is over β in some finite subset, M , of C m , (2) p β = p β (k) is a (multivariate) polynomial, and (3) we use the "tensor" notation β k = β k1 1 . . . β km m , and (4) we adopt the convention that for any β i = 0, the term β ki i is omitted, and p β (k) is nonzero for only finitely many values of k i , and for all fixed values of all such k i , the function p β (k) is a polynomial in the remaining k 1 , . . . , k m (and this polynomial can depend on the values of k i with β i = 0). We refer to all the β i appearing in the finite set of β as the bases of f .
Our convention for β = 0 above is motivated in Article I; the point is that if J is a Jordan block corresponding to an eigenvalue 0, then J k is nonzero for only finitely many values of k. for k · 1 sufficiently large; equivalently for every > 0 there is a C = C( ) ∈ R such that
for all k.
Often (26) is more convenient for estimates, even though the first inequality is simpler.
The following definition generalizes the notion of a (B, ν)-bounded and (B, ν)-Ramanujan functions univariate function to multivariate functions.
Definition 5.4. Let B be a graph and ν > 0 be real numbers. We say that a function f : N m → C is (B, ν)-bounded if there is a polyexponential function P : N m → C whose bases are bounded in absolute value by µ 1 (B) such that f − P is of growth rate ν; furthermore we say that f is (B, ν)-Ramanujan if the bases are a subset of the µ i (B), i.e., of the eigenvalues of H B .
5.2.
Outline of the Proof of Theorem 3.2. Our proof of Theorem 3.2 is based on the following three lemmas. We prove the first lemma immediately, since the proof is very easy.
Lemma 5.5. Let T ≤ be any ordered graph, and ξ :
where F 2 (m) is as in (24), i.e., Then ω(M ) is of growth rate µ 1 VLG(T, ξ) .
Proof. Let T = VLG(T, ξ). The SNBC closed walks in T ≤ inject into the set of SNBC closed walks in T , in a way that if the walk in T has multiplicities m, then its length in T is ξ · m. It follows that ω(M ) ≤ Trace(H M T ) which is bounded by #E dir T times µ 1 (T ) M . Lemma 5.6. Let B be a graph, T Otype a B-type, and {C n (B)} n∈N an algebraic model. Let F 1 (k) be as in (24), i.e.,
Then for any r there is a constant C such that for all k · 1 ≤ n 1/2 /C (and n ∈ N )
F 1 (k, n) = c 0 (k) + · · · + c r−1 (k)/n r−1 + O(1/n r )C r (k), whose coefficients, c i (k) are polyexponential functions of k (i.e., purely polyexponential, with no error term), whose bases are eigenvalues of the type, and where C r (k) is a function of growth µ 1 (B).
Our third lemma is a general fact about dot convolutions.
Lemma 5.7 (The Certified Dot Convolution Lemma). Let f, g be two functions N s → C for some integer n ≥ 1, and fix a ξ ∈ N s . Assume that (1) f is a polyexponential function whose bases are bounded in absolute value by some real β > 0, and that (2) the function (of M )
is of growth rate ρ. Then the ξ-certified dot convolution of f and g, i.e.,
is an approximate polyexponential function whose bases are those of f and whose error term is of growth max β 1/2 , ρ, 1 .
The β 1/2 in the above equation is due to the contribution of m ≥ 2 (see Subsection 4.5 for its appearance, that essentially goes back to [BS87] ).
The proofs of each of these lemmas are simple adaptations of the proofs of the special cases given in [Fri91] , and the proofs are independent of one another. Lemma 5.7 will be proven in the next section.
When we generalize our proof of Theorem 3.2 to Theorem 3.3, Lemmas 5.5 and 5.7 will be used verbatim, but Lemma 5.6 will require modification. To make this modification easy, in the next subsection we will state a precursor to Lemma 5.6 that can be used to count the expected number of SNBC walks of homotopy type T ≤ certified by ξ, and similarly for certified pairs (defined in Section 10).
Roughly speaking, the proof of Theorem 3.2 will apply Lemma 5.7 to each coefficient c i (k) and to C r (k) of (27) in Lemma 5.6.
A Lemma on
Types or Regular Languages. The following lemma easily implies Lemma 5.6 and the generalization of this lemma needed to count the expected number of certified pairs. This lemma is also stated so that we can easily use it when we generalize our proof of Theorem 3.2 to that of Theorem 3.3.
If B, T are graphs and W is a B-wording of T , then we write a W for a S /B where S /B = VLG(T, W ); in other words a W : E B → Z ≥0 is the function where a W (e) is the number of times e B occurs in either orientation in W restricted to any orientation of T . where |W | is the sum of the edge-lengths of W , for a universal constant in the O(1/n r ) in the range 1 ≤ |W | ≤ n 1/2 /C. Furthermore assume that there are polynomials p 0 , . . . , p r−1 such that c i (W ) = p i (a W ) for all i = 0, . . . , r − 1. Then
has an asymptotic expansion f (k, n) = c 0 (k) + · · · + c r−1 (k)/n r−1 + O(1/n r )C r (k) in the range k · 1 ≤ n 1/2 /C (and for n ∈ N ), whose coefficients, c i (k) are polyexponential functions of k (i.e., purely polyexponential, with no error term), whose bases are a subset of the eigenvalues of T Otype (i.e., of the regular languages R(e) with e varying over E dir T ) and where C r (k) is a function of growth µ 1 (B). Furthermore, if the p i vanish for i < i 0 for some i 0 , then the coefficients c i vanish for i < i 0 .
Note that this lemma is stated purely in terms of one ordered B-type, and can be viewed as a lemma on R, which is essentially a cartesian product of regular languages. Hence this lemma is merely a lemma regarding functions on products of regular languages (separate from any applications). Of course, in applications the i 0 above will be the order T , as the f W (n) expansion comes from an algebraic model.
Proof of The Certified Dot Convolution Lemma
In this Section we prove the Certified Dot Convolution Lemma, i.e., Lemma 5.7. The case where ξ = 1 (i.e., the dot convolution) is the case addressed in [Fri91] . It suffices to adapt the proof there to this more general situation, and check that everything still works. We shall break the proof into a number of subsections, and complete the proof in the last subsection.
First
Step in the Proof: The Growth Lemma. The main idea in the proof is to divide the sum in the certified dot convolution by fixing some of the m 1 , . . . , m s to be 1, and the others to be at least 2 (there are only 2 s ways to do this, and 2 s -for fixed s-is a constant). We first consider part of this sum in the case that m i ≥ 2 for all i, and we prove a lemma about the growth rate of this part of the sum. The situation where some of the m i are fixed to be 1 will also use this growth lemma (applied to those i for which m i ≥ 2). Lemma 6.1. Let f, g be functions from N s → C, for some integer s ≥ 1, and let ξ ∈ N s ; also assume that f is of growth β, and the function i.e., the certified dot convolution summed only over those m ≥ 2 (where 2 is the vector whose components are all 2). Then P (k) is of growth max(β 1/2 , ρ, 1).
We remark that the 1 in the max function above is needed in passing from (32) to (33).
Proof. For any k ≥ ξ and m ≥ 2 we have
for any i = 1, . . . , n, and hence
then summing over i in (29) yields
Keeping in mind that ξ is fixed, we see that for all k, m such that
all hold, we have that for any > 0:
(1) we have k 1 + · · · + k s = K(k)/2 + (ξ 1 + . . . + ξ s );
(2) hence
for a constant C 1 ( ) = C( )(β + ) (ξ1+···+ξs)/2 (depending on , f, β, ξ); But there are (crudely) at most k 2s pairs k, ξ satisfying (31), since each (of the 2s variables) k i and m i is some integer between 1 and k. Hence for any > 0 we have
and therefore P (k) is of growth rate at most max(β 1/2 , ρ, 1).
Generating Functions and Convolutions.
We will be interested in how polyexponentials and functions of bounded growth behave under convolution. We shall replace some of the proofs of [Fri91] with simpler proofs based on generating functions. The only mildly awkward point is that we are interested in functions N → C, instead of the more standard functions Z ≥0 → C. Let us first deal with the latter functions.
Definition 6.2. Let P, Q be functions Z ≥0 → C. We define the additive convolution of P, Q to be
If Q : Z ≥0 → C is any function, we define a formal power series, called the generating function of Q via
By the degree of a non-zero polynomial p = p(z) we mean the degree of its leading term (so deg p = 0 if p is a constant, and deg p is undefined or −∞ if p(z) = 0 is the zero polynomial). If f : N → C, we define its generating function to be that of f where we view f as a function on Z ≥0 by setting f (0) = 0.
The following lemma is straightforward.
Lemma 6.3. Let P, Q be functions Z ≥0 → C. Then (1) For any real ρ > 0, Gen P (z) is holomorphic in |z| < 1/ρ iff for any > 0, |P (i)| < (ρ + ) i for sufficiently large i; (2) (34) Gen P * Q (z) = Gen P (z)Gen Q (z);
(3) for any nonzero β ∈ C and any d ∈ Z ≥0 , P is of the form P (j) = q(j)β j for a polynomial q of degree d iff Gen P (z) = p(z)/(1 − βz) d+1 in a neighbourhood of z = 0 for a polynomial, p, of degree at most d with p(1/β) = 0. (4) for any set of nonzero complex numbers R, a nonzero function P = P (j)
is a sum of functions of the form q(j)β j with q a polynomial and β ∈ R iff
where p 1 , p 2 are polynomials such that deg p 1 < deg p 2 and all roots of p 2 are reciprocals of elements of R. (5) for any set of nonzero complex numbers R, a nonzero function P = P (j)
is a sum of functions of the form q(j)β j with q a polynomial and β ∈ R iff the formal power series Gen P (z) is a meromorphic function in the complex plane that tends to zero as z tends to infinity and whose poles are reciprocals of R.
Proof. Item (1) follows from complex analysis, and Item (2) is immediate. Item (3) follows from induction by differentiating k times in z the relation ∞ j=0 (βz) j = 1/(1 − βz).
Item (4) follows from (3), and the standard "partial fractions" fact that a rational function q(z)/p(z) where p, q are polynomials with deg q < deg p can be written as a sum of q i (z)/(r i − z) di where each q i is a polynomial of degree less than d i and the r i are the roots of p. Item (5) is a restatement of Item (4).
If P : N → C, by the above definition we have
z j P (j + 1).
Corollary 6.4. For a nonzero P : N → C and β 1 , . . . , β k ∈ C \ {0} we have that (1) P is a polyexponential with bases β 1 , . . . , β k iff the power series Gen P (z) defines a meromorphic function in the complex plane that vanishes at z = 0, that is bounded as z tends to infinity, and whose poles are reciprocals; and (2) for any ρ > 0 smaller than all 1/|β i |, P is a approximate polyexponential with bases β 1 , . . . , β k and error growth ρ iff the power series Gen P (z) defines a meromorphic function in |z| < 1/ρ that vanishes at z = 0 and each of whose poles is of the form 1/β j for some j.
Corollary 6.5. The set of polyexponentials whose bases lie in a set R ⊂ C is closed under convolution. Similarly for the set of approximate polyexponentials whose bases lie in a set R ⊂ C and error growth is ρ.
Proof. This follows from (34) and the above corollary.
[One can compare the above proof with the proof of Lemma 2.14 of [Fri91] in the case m 1 = · · · = m t = 1; in this article we use generating functions to replace the various individual computations and sublemmas in [Fri91] .] 6.3. Polyexponential Convolved with a Bounded Function. The last main result we need to prove Lemma 5.7 involves convolving a polyexponential function with one of bounded growth. Lemma 6.6. Let P, Q be functions Z ≥0 → C, where P is a polyexponential function with bases in R ⊂ C, and Q is of growth ρ. Then P * Q is an approximate polyexponential function, with bases in R and error base ρ.
Proof. We have that Gen P (z) is a rational function with poles whose reciprocals are in R, and Gen Q (z) is holomorphic in |z| < 1/ρ. It follows that for all |z| < 1/ρ, Gen P * Q (z) = Gen P (z)Gen Q (z) is meromorphic with poles at the reciprocals of R. 
where 1 is the vector of 1's (i.e., the vector (m 1 , . . . , m s ), since these m i are fixed to to equal 1). In the above sum we can set
It follows that:
(1) f ≥ξ,N g = F 1 * F 2 ;
(2) By Lemma 6.1, F 2 is of growth bounded by max β 1/2 , ρ .
(3) F 1 is polyexponential with bases bounded (above in absolute value) by β by the following reasoning: setting = k − ξ + 1 we have
where C = (ξ 1 − 1) + · · · + (ξ s − 1), and where f i (k i ) def = f i (k i − ξ i + 1); clearly the f i are also polyexponential with bases bounded by β, and so Lemma 6.3 implies that f 1 * · · · * f s is as well, and hence so is the function of K 1 given by ( f 1 * · · · * f s )(K 1 − C). Hence Lemma 6.6 implies that f ≥ξ,N g = F 1 * F 2 is an approximate polyexponential function with bases bounded by β and error growth max β 1/2 , ρ, 1 . Summing over all N ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, as in (35), yields Lemma 5.7. 6.5. Improvement to Lemma 5.7. We remark that the β 1/2 in Lemma 5.7 can be improved to β 1/N for any positive integer, N , although (f ≥ξ g)(k) would conceivably need to be a different polyexponential for each congruence class of k modulo the least common multiple of 1, . . . , N − 1; see [FK14] . For example, the expected number of closed, strictly non-backtracking walks of length k in a random d-regular graph whose trajectory is a "simple loop" is known ([Fri08], Theorem 5.2) to equal
a sum over all k dividing k. So, for example, up to an error of growth rate (d−1) 1/3 , for k even there is a term of order (d − 1) k/2 , and for k odd there is no such term. Similarly, up to an error of growth rate (d−1) 1/4 , there are terms of order (d−1) k/2 and (d−1) k/3 depending on the value of k modulo 6. More generally, for the "simple loop" in the case where B is d-regular, the polyexponentials that appear up to error (d − 1) 1/N clearly depend on which of 2, . . . , N − 1 divide k. In this series of papers we will need only the case N = 2, i.e., that of Lemma 5.7, where the polyexponential in k is the same for all integers k.
Lemma on Regular Languages
The goal of this section is to generalize Lemma 2.11 of [Fri91] (also quoted as Lemma 5.10 in [Fri08] )-which is our Corollary 7.4 below-needed to prove Lemma 5.6; the proof we give here is much simpler and shorter than that in [Fri91] .
Definition 7.1. Let A be an alphabet (i.e., a finite set). For each word w ∈ A * (i.e., a finite sequence of elements of A) let occur(w) be the vector A → Z ≥0 taking σ ∈ A to the number of occurrences of σ in w. If β : A → C is any function, we use the tensor notation is a polyexponential whose bases are some subset of the eigenvalues of the (square) matrix, M , indexed on the states of D, where M s1,s2 is the sum of β(σ) over all σ ∈ A which are transitions from s 1 to s 2 .
Proof. Clearly for any k we have that the s 1 , s 2 entry of M k is the sum of P (w) of all words of length k, w, taking s 1 to s 2 . Hence L k is the sum of entries (M k ) s1,s2 where s 1 is the initial state of D, and s 2 is an accepting (i.e., final) state of D. By Jordan canonical form, each function g(k) = (M k ) s1,s2 with s 1 , s 2 fixed is a polyexponential in the eigenvalues of M .
Corollary 7.3. The conclusion of Lemma 7.2 holds with P replaced by
where each g σ is a function of the form
Proof. Lemma 7.2 proves this in the case σ = 0 for all σ. Now partially differentiate this function P (w) σ times in the variable x σ for each σ ∈ A.
The case where β = (1, . . . , 1) yields the following corollary.
Corollary 7.4. The conclusion of Lemma 7.2 holds for any function P (w) which is a polynomial in variables occur(w), and in this case the bases of f (k) are the eigenvalues of the regular language.
We remark that some natural variants of the functions f (k) in the above lemma and corollaries are not polyexponential functions. For example, if f : Z A ≥0 → Z is the multivariate function where f (x) is the number of words, w, in L with occur(w) = x, then f (x) is not generally polyexponential: indeed, if B has one vertex and two whole-loops, then for fixed s and large t,
which cannot be polyexponential, due to the t s term. By contrast, Corollary 7.4 implies that the sum of f (s, t) over all s + t = k is a polyexponential function of k.
The Wording Summation Formula
In this section we prove a lemma that is the main ingredient in the proof of Lemma 5.6. Then f is a polyexponential function of k whose bases are some subset of the eigenvalues of R.
Proof. By linearity, it suffices to prove this in the case where M is an E B × E T matrix of non-negative integers, and P (X) = X M using the "tensor notation"
So fix such an M . Choosing an orientation, E or T , of T , there is a natural bijection
where R(e T ) k(e T ) are the words of R(e T ) of length k(e T ). Hence W ∈Word(R,k)
where Col(M, e T ) is the column of M corresponding to e T . Corollary 7.4 implies that each factor in the right-hand-side product is a polyexponential function in k(e T ), whose bases are some subset of the eigenvalues of R(e T ). Hence this product is a multivariate polyexponential function of k, whose bases are some subset of the eigenvalues of the type (T, R). 9. Proofs of Lemmas 5.8 and 5.6 and Theorem 3.2
In this section we finish the proofs of Lemmas 5.8 and 5.6, from which we easily prove Theorem 3.2.
Proof of Lemma 5.8. In the range k · 1 ≤ n 1/2 /C (and for n ∈ N ) we have
p 0 (a W ) + · · · + p r−1 (a W )/n r−1 + O(1/n r )g(k · 1) for a function g of growth 1. It follows that a W equals the vector of row sums of the E B ×E T matrix, X(W ), of occurrences of W . Hence each p i (a W ) is a polynomial in X(W ), so exchanging summations and applying Lemma 8.2 show that (36) equals
where the c i (k) are polyexponentials whose bases are the eigenvalues of R (i.e., of R(e) with e varying over E dir T ). Of course, if p i = 0 for any i, then the resulting c i , which is a summation of values of p i , vanishes.
Since g is of growth 1, it suffices to show that
is a function of growth µ 1 (B) in k (since clearly the product of a function of growth ρ 1 and one of growth ρ 2 is a function of growth ρ 1 ρ 2 ). To bound (38), we use the crude estimate that the total number of nonbacktracking walks of length s in B is bounded by the sum of all entries in H s B , which is a functiong(s) of growth µ 1 (B) by Jordan canonical form. Hence
which for any > 0 is bounded by
Hence (38) is of growth µ 1 (B).
Proof of Lemma 5.6. By definition of an algebraic model, there exist a finite number of ordered B-types T Otype
is the sum over all j of
Now we apply Lemma 5.8 to each j and take the sum. Since any finite sum of polyexponentials over a set of bases is again such a function, and similarly for functions of growth µ 1 (B), Lemma 5.6 follows.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. As mentioned in Section 2, we may assume µ 1 (B) ≥ 1, and hence ν ≥ 1 (otherwise B contains no SNBC walks, so neither does any G ∈ C n (B)). According to Lemma 4.9, we have (23) is the certified dot convolution of F 1 (k, n) with F 2 (m) given as in (24). According to Lemma 5.6, in the range k · 1 ≤ n 1/2 /C, F 1 (k, n) is a sum of functions c i (k)/n i , plus a function O(1/n r )C r (k), where each c i (k) and C r (k) are polyexponential functions whose bases are a set of eigenvalues of T ≤ with respect to C n (B). We easily see that the certified dot convolution f ≥ξ g is bilinear in f and g; the linearity in f implies that (23) equals the sum (c 0 ≥ξ g)(k) + · · · + (c r−1 ≥ξ g)(k)/n r−1 + O(1/n r )(C r ≥ξ g)(k) Now we apply Lemmas 5.5 and 5.7 to conclude that each function (c i ≥ξ g)(k) and (C r ≥ξ g)(k) are (B, ν)-bounded functions, whose bases are some subset of the eigenvalues of R.
Pairs and Their Homotopy Type
In this section we introduce some preliminary notation and ideas that we will use to adapt the proof of Theorem 3.2 to prove Theorem 3.3. [Theorem 3.3, in the case where ψ ≤ B is the empty graph, reduces to Theorem 3.2.] Our proof notes that 
and whose cardinality is denoted by replacing "PAIRS" with "pairs."
To prove Theorem 3.3 we will take G ∈ C n (B)-expected values in (41) and prove that it has an appropriate asymptotic expansion in powers of 1/n. To do this we will define the notion of the homotopy type of a pair (or simply pair homotopy type), such that (1) every pair is of a unique homotopy type, (2) for fixed T ≤ and ψ ≤ /B there are only finitely many possible pair homotopy types, and (3) the methods of proving Theorem 3.2 generalize easily to prove that the C n (B) expected value of the number of pairs of a given homotopy type and edge-length constraints have the desired asymptotic expansions.
The point of this section is to define a reasonable notion of the homotopy type of a pair and to develop some of its properties.
If ψ ≤ /B above is the empty graph, denoted ∅ ≤ /B , then we will see in Subsection 10.4 that 
Therefore we will define the homotopy type of a pair ((G 1 ) ≤ /B , (G 2 ) ≤ /B ) in a way that we can count all such pairs as we do for the homotopy type of (G 1 ) ≤ /B = VisSub ≤ /B (w) for a walk, w, in a B-graph; of course, the problem is that G 1 and G 2 may intersect in a complicated fashion in G. However, since G 2 is isomorphic to a fixed graph, ψ, it has a bounded number of vertices and edges; so our homotopy type will remember all of (G 2 ) ≤ /B in this homotopy type, since this is a finite amount of information; otherwise we will suppress all vertices in (G 1 ) ≤ that are not vertices of G 2 and would otherwise be suppressed in the homotopy type of (G 1 ) ≤ , i.e., all beads of G 1 that are not the first or last vertices of G 1 . Of course, we need to remember how G 1 , G 2 sit inside of G and how they intersect.
In this section we give one way to do the above and define a reasonable notion of the homotopy type of a pair; there are undoubtedly a number of possible variants. Roughly speaking our notion of pair homotopy type has the following properties:
(1) as (G 1 ) ≤ /B varies over all graphs of a given B-type, T type , and (G 2 ) ≤ /B varies over all graphs isomorphic to a fixed graph ψ ≤ /B , each pair ((G 1 ) ≤ /B , (G 2 ) ≤ /B ) must be of a unique "pair homotopy type," X pairH , for some finite number of possible pair homotopy types;
(2) each pair homotopy type X pairH has an "underlying graph" X ≤ such that each pair ((G 1 ) ≤ /B , (G 2 ) ≤ /B ) of this pair homotopy type induces a B-wording on X;
(3) the set of all such wordings on X ≤ can be written as a disjoint union of "B-pair types," (X ≤ , R ), where (X ≤ , R ) is an ordered B-type. In this case all ordered B-graphs of homotopy type X ≤ can be written as a disjoint union of ordered B-types (X ≤ , R) where the the model is algebraic; for a fixed R we consider all the B-pair types, (X ≤ , R ) of B-pair types above, and apply Theorem 3.2 to the B-type (X ≤ , R ∩ R) where R ∩ R is the B-type on X given as (R ∩ R)(e) = R (e) ∩ R(e). Defining the homotopy type of a pair seems to require some care to which we now attend. Let us begin with some preliminary definitions and remarks.
10.2. Packaged Pairs of Ordered Graphs.
Definition 10.2. By a packaged pair of ordered graphs, we mean a triple U = (U ; G ≤ 1 , G ≤ 2 ) such that G 1 , G 2 ⊂ U and U = G 1 ∪ G 2 ; we refer to U as the union of U. By a morphism from U to another packaged pair U = (U ; G 1 ≤ , G 2 ≤ ) we mean a morphism of graphs U → U such that for i = 1, 2, the morphism restricted to G i yields an order preserving morphism G ≤ i → G i ≤ . For any graph B we similarly define a packaged pair of ordered B-graphs U /B = (U /B ; G 1/B , G 2/B ).
It is easy to see that any U as above has only one automorphism [indeed, such a morphism restrict to the identity on V Gi ⊂ V U for i = 1, 2 and hence be the identity on V U , similarly for E U , and, by definition, be the identity on the orientation]. It follows that there is at most one isomorphism U → U for any U, U as above.
It is instructive to note that, more generally, one can similarly define a packaged k-tuple of ordered graphs, (U ; G ≤ 1 , . . . , G ≤ k ), for any k ∈ N, and define morphisms thereof, and similarly each such k-tuple has only the identity morphism as an automorphism. The case k = 2 is the above case, and the case k = 1 is a tuple (U ; G ≤ 1 ) with U = G 1 , which is effectively just a single ordered graph, G ≤ 1 . We also mention that a packaged pair of ordered graphs, (U ; G ≤ 1 , ∅ ≤ /B ) can be identified with a 1-tuple of ordered graphs (U ; G ≤ 1 ), and similarly for pairs of ordered B-graphs. One could allow w in the above definition to be merely non-backtracking; however, we will only be interested in SNBC walks so we limit our discussion to them.
Let us first define the reduction and homotopy type in terms of suppression, and then give the alternative description in terms of wordings on a minimal pair of ordered graphs. Figure 1 , and we now make some remarks on this figure. Figure 1 depicts a B-graph S ≤ /B (in red) with 9 vertices and 10 edges, whose ordering is depicted (in red) by numbering the vertices, the edges, and showing the orientation of each edge; S ≤ /B is necessarily ordered as the first encountered ordering of an SNBC walk. We do not describe B in the figure, but B has four directed edges f 1 , . . . , f 4 which are whole-loops about a single vertex; B could have additional vertices and edges; the structure map S → B is indicated by writing (in black) an f i or ι B f i . By contrast,S ≤ /B (depicted in blue) has an arbitrary ordering. S andS share two edges (depicted in purple): the horizontal edge they share is ordered differently: in S ≤ /B , the 10-th edge is traversed from its 9-th vertex to its 6-th vertex, whereas this same edge is oriented in the other direction inS ≤ /B ; the vertical edge they share is oriented in the same direction. In the picture of (U ; S ≤ /B ,S ≤ /B ) we have kept the wording in dark green (see below) that S ≤ /B induces on the directed edges that lie only in S ≤ /B and notS ≤ /B , even though X ≤ 1 does not include this data in the pair type X pair = (X; X ≤ 1 , X 2 ≤ /B ). Note that X ≤ 1 has three vertices of degree two, namely its first vertex and two vertices that it shares with X 2 .
Of course, we treat S ≤ /B very differently fromS ≤ /B in defining the pair homotopy type of a packaged pair (U ; S ≤ /B ,S ≤ /B ) because of our application: namely we apply this notion to the situation whereS ≤ /B is in a fixed isomorphism class of ordered Bgraphs, while S ≤ /B = VisSub(w) for an SNBC walk varying over an entire homotopy class (or perhaps an entire ordered B-type).
Now we say what we mean by a pair homotopy type and for walk-subgraph pairs or packaged pairs of B-graphs to be of such a pair homotopy type.
Definition 10.6. Let B be a graph. By a pair homotopy type (over B) we mean any triple X pairH = (X; X ≤ 1 , X 2 ≤ /B ) where (X; X ≤ 1 , X ≤ 2 ) is a packaged pair of ordered graphs and X 2 is endowed with the structure of a B-graph. We say that X pairH is isomorphic to another pair homotopy type
such that this unique isomorphism, given by the isomorphism X → Y , restricts to an isomorphism X 2 → Y 2 that respects their B-graph structure (i.e., is an isomorphism (X 2 ) /B → (Y 2 ) /B ). We say that a walk-subgraph pair in a B-graph is of homotopy type X pairH if its reduction is isomorphic to X pairH , and similarly for packaged pair (U /B ; S ≤ /B ,S ≤ /B ). Next we need an abstract notion of a B-wording and of a B-type for pair homotopy types (over B). The point is that for X pairH = (X; X ≤ 1 , X 2 ≤ /B ), the B-structure on X 2 is determined; hence these notions reduce to the analogous notions in X 1 , provided that they are compatible on the E dir X1 ∩ E dir X2 .
Definition 10.7. Let B be a graph, and X pairH = (X; X ≤ 1 , X 2 ≤ /B ) a pair homotopy type over B. By a B-wording on X pair we mean a B-wording W on X 1 such that if e ∈ E dir X1 ∩ E dir X2 then W (e) is the one-letter word e B ∈ E dir B lying under e in the structure map X 2/B . The edge-lengths of a B-wording are its edge-lengths on X 1 . By a B-type on X pair we mean a B-type, (X 1 , R), on X 1 , such that if e ∈ E dir X1 ∩E dir X2 then R(e) consists of one word, namely e B as above. It will be convenient to speak of edge-lengths and wordings of a pair (X; X ≤ 1 , X 2 ≤ /B ) as living on X as opposed to X 1 , since X 2/B determines the edgelengths and wordings of each directed edge in X that lies in X 2 . Let us formalize.
Definition 10.8. Let B be a graph, and X pairH = (X; X ≤ 1 , X 2 ≤ /B ) a pair homotopy type over B. We will identify a set of edge-lengths K : E X1 → N as a function K : E X → N by setting extending it via K(e) = 1 for e ∈ E X2 . If W is a Bwording (respectively, (X 1 , R) a B-type) on X pair , we will extend it as a B-wording (respectively, B-type) on X by setting by setting for each e ∈ E dir X2 the value W (e) = e B where e B is the edge under e in the B-structure map X 2 → B (respectively, the language consisting of the single, one-letter word e B ).
10.4. Pairs Involving the Empty Graph. If a pair homotopy type has X pairH = (X; X ≤ 1 , X 2 ≤ /B ) has X 2 equal to the empty graph, then all the definitions in this section reduce to those for homotopy types of walks. We carefully explain this, since we believe one can get (mostly) good intuition for the definitions in this section by considering this special case.
(The reader who dislikes empty sets and empty graphs can, of course, skip this subsection.)
There is a unique empty graph, whose vertex and directed edge sets are the empty set, ∅, and h, t, ι are the unique maps ∅ → ∅; this graph has a unique B-structure and ordering, and we use ∅ ≤ /B to denote this (unique) empty ordered B-graph. To each SNBC walk, w, in a B-graph, we associate the pair (w, ∅ ≤ /B ). All definitions in this section regarding pairs (w,S ≤ /B ) withS ≤ /B = ∅ ≤ /B reduce to the corresponding definition on w.
For example, the homotopy type of (w, ∅ ≤ /B ) is that of a pair X pairH = (X;
, and the knowledge of a pair homotopy type (X; X ≤ 1 , ∅ ≤ /B ) is equivalent to knowing X ≤ 1 and X where X is the union of X 1 and the empty graph. Therefore the pair homotopy type of (w, ∅ ≤ /B ) is equivalent to knowing the 1-tuple of ordered graphs (X; X ≤ 1 ) which is equivalent to knowing X ≤ 1 , which is just the homotopy type of w.
Note also that Theorem 3.2 is special case of Theorem 3.3, thanks to the empty graph: indeed, for any B-graph, G /B , we easily unwind the definitions to see that ψ ≤ /B . We now express the conditions in (44) as conditions in terms of the pair homotopy type X pairH = (X; X ≤ 1 , ψ ≤ /B ) of (w,S ≤ /B ). The main point is evident once we carefully keep track of things: the homotopy type of X 1 and w must be the same, say T ≤ , and the edge-lengths and wordings that w induces on T ≤ can be read off from those that (w,S ≤ /B ) induces on X pair (but not vice versa). An example is given in Figure 1 : there the vertices of X ≤ 1 (in red) numbered 3, 5, 6 are beads, which are not suppressed in S 1 /V , since they lie also in X 2 ; once we suppress these vertices we keep only the vertices 1, 2, 4, and we see that the homotopy type of S ≤ (or of an SNBC walk, w, such that S ≤ = VisSub ≤ (w)) is T ≤ where T has the homotopy type of a theta graph and the first vertex of T ≤ lies in the middle of one of the edges that forms the theta. (1) we have w ∈ SNBC(T ≤ ; ≥ ξ, G B , k),S ≤ /B ψ ≤ /B , and (2) (w,S ≤ /B ) is of pair homotopy type X pairH = (X; X ≤ 1 , ψ ≤ /B ) for some ordered graph X ≤ 1 of homotopy type T ≤ and some X containing X 1 , ψ as subgraphs. Moreover, if these conditions hold and we fix such an X pair , then:
(1) if k : E T → N are the edge-lengths that S ≤ /B induces on T ≤ , and K : E X1 → N are the edge-lengths that (w,S ≤ /B ) induces on X pair , then for each e T ∈ E T we have
where e X ∈ e T means that the path in T ≤ corresponding to e T contains e X as one of its edges; similarly
where • denotes concatenation of strings, and e X,1 , . . . , e X,s is the beaded path in X 1 corresponding to e T ; and (3) each directed edge in E dir X lies in exactly one non-backtracking walk e X,1 , . . . , e X,s forming a directed edge in E T .
The proof is straightforward, but a bit long to write out carefully.
Proof. Let us prove the following more general principle: let V be any proper set of beads of an ordered B-graph S ≤ /B , and V , V a partition of V (i.e., V , V are disjoint subsets whose union is V ). Let us show that that V is a proper set of beads of S, V is a proper set of beads of S/V , and there is a natural isomorphism
moreover, setting T = S ≤ /V / and X = S ≤ /V , this isomorphism takes a directed edge e T ∈ E dir T to a V -beaded path in X whose directed edges are e X,1 , . . . , e X,s such that if W T , W X respectively denote the wordings that S ≤ /B induces on T, X, then (46) holds. Then (45) is an immediate consequence.
Once we verify the above principle, then Lemma 10.9 follows by taking V to be the set of all beads of S ≤ 1 that exclude the first vertex (if it is a bead), and setting
The isomorphism (47) and all the properties claimed in that paragraph follow by unwinding the definitions, which we now do. Second, we see that, by definition,
Hence S/V and X/V = (S/V )/V have identical vertex sets; we define the morphism (47) to be the identity from V T to V X/V . Third, a directed edge, e T ∈ E dir T , is, by definition, a V -beaded path of S, meaning a non-backtracking walk, w S , in S whose endpoints lie in V S \ V and whose intermediate vertices lie in V . Hence w is a concatenation e T,1 , . . . , e T,s of non-backtracking walks such that e T,1 , . . . , e T,s−1 terminate in vertices of V and such that the intermediate vertices of each of e T,j lie in V . This gives a morphism
is such a non-backtracking walk e T,1 , . . . , e T,s , which gives the inverse map.
Fourth, since any directed edge of a graph lies in exactly one directed edge of any of its suspensions, we see that any e X E dir X lies in exactly one directed edge of E X/V , and hence one directed edge in E dir T . 10.6. Finiteness of Homotopy Types of Pairs.
Lemma 10.10. Let B be a graph, T ≤ an ordered graph, and ψ ≤ B an ordered B-graph. There are only finitely many possible homotopy types X pairH = (X;
We need to produce a finite set of pair homotopy types X pairH = (X; X ≤ 1 , X 2 ≤ /B ) that includes all walk-subgraph pairs (or packaged pairs) as above. First, clearly we can take X 2 ≤ /B = ψ ≤ /B . Second, X 1 is obtained from T ≤ by introducing at most #V ψ vertices as beads along its edges. Hence there are a finite number of possible X ≤ 1 , up to isomorphism. Then the union of X ≤ 1 and ψ has a bounded number of vertices (i.e., bounded by #V X1 + #V ψ ) and a bounded number of directed edges, yielding a finite number of possible graphs X. Then X 1 and ψ can be subgraphs of X in only finitely many ways, which therefore yields a finite number of pair homotopy types X pairH = (X; X ≤ 1 , X 2 ≤ /B ). 11. Proof of Theorem 3.3
We now adapt the proof of Theorem 3.2, using the new notions introduced in Section 10, to prove Theorem 3.3. 11.1. Pairs with Certified Edge-Lengths. In this section we give a natural generalization of Theorem 3.2 to pairs with certified edge-lengths. It will easilyalthough not immediately-imply Theorem 3.3. to order r; the bases (larger with respect to ν) of of the coefficients of the expansion is a subset of the eigenvalues of the model, and c i (k) = 0 for any i less than the order of any B-graph that contains a walk of type T type and a subgraph isomorphic to ψ /B .
[In the above lemma we use Ξ| X1 to emphasize that we are viewing Ξ as restricted to E X1 , since the lemma views Ξ as defined on all of E X .]
Proof. We have pairs(X pairH , K; G, k) = 0 if K(e) > 1 for any e ∈ E ψ ; hence for all such e we may assume Ξ(e) = 1 and that K ≥ Ξ in (48) refers to to those K with K(e) = 1 for all e ∈ E ψ .
Next we prove the following analog of Lemma 4.9: for f (k, n) as in (49),
where (m : E X1 → N and) F 1 (K| X1 ) =F 1 (K, n) = E G∈Cn(B) pack-pairs(X pairH , K, G /B )
where legal is as in Definition 4.3, and where we write F 1 (K| X1 , n) =F 1 (K, n) since K is determined by its values on X 1 . To prove (50) we note that to each walk-subgraph pair in G /B there corresponds a unique packaged pair (U /B , S ≤ /B ,S ≤ /B ), and for each such packaged pair of edge-lengths K, the number of legal walks in S ≤ of length k is given as in Lemma 4.4, and k S in (17) equals K| X1 . Now we follow the proof of Theorem 3.2, where the role of T ≤ is played by X ≤ .
Since C n (B) is algebraic, there are ordered B-types (X ≤ , R j ) such that each wording W of X ≤ lies in exactly one of R j ; let π : X 2 → B be the B-structure of X 2/B , and define R j by R j (e) = R j (e) if e ∈ E dir X \ E dir X2 , and {π(e)} ∩ R j (e) if e ∈ E dir X2 . Since the one-word language {π(e)} has eigenvalue 0 (its number of words of a given length vanishes for length greater than one), all the eigenvalues of R j are either 0 or those of R.
Applying Lemma 5.8 to each (X ≤ , R j ) and summing over j shows thatF 1 (K, n) has expansions to any order r whose coefficients are polyexponential functions, p i , in a(K), whose bases are those of R j , and whose error term is n −r times a function of growth µ 1 (B). Note that we may write a(K) = a(K| X1 ) + a(K| ψ\X1 ) where the rightmost a counts E B edge occurrences in ψ ≤ /B edges that are not in X 1 ; hence (since X pairH is fixed), a(K) is a linear function of a(K| X1 ), and therefore each p i (a(K)) also a polyexponential function of K| X1 . Hence F 1 (K| X1 , n) has expansions to any order r, whose coefficients are polyexponentials whose bases are 0 plus those of the model, and whose error term is n −r times a function of growth µ 1 (B). Furthermore, Lemma 5.8 implies that these coefficients c i vanish for all i < ord(X).
Lemma 5.5 shows that
is of growth ν. Now we use Lemma 5.7 to conclude that (50) has (B, ν)-bounded expansions to any order, whose coefficients have bases that are those of the model (the base 0, introduced in passing from R j to R j above, does not change the fact that each coefficient is a (B, ν)-bounded function, since ν ≥ µ 1/2 1 (B) and hence ν ≥ 0). [Again, we use the fact that one can assume µ 1 (B) ≥ 1.] Furthermore the coefficients c i of this asymptotic expansion vanish if i < ord(X), since those of each F 1 (K| X1 , n) do. 11.2. Proof of Theorem 3.3. Before giving the proof, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 11.3. Let T be a graph, and k, k be two maps E T → N with k ≤ k (i.e., k(e) ≤ k (e) for all e ∈ E T ). Then (51) µ 1 VLG(T, k) ≥ µ 1 VLG(T, k ) .
Its proof is a standard consequence of "Shannon's algorithm," and majorization as described just above Theorem 3.5 of [Fri08] . In the terminology there, each entry of the matrix Z G (z), where G is the oriented line graph of VLG(T, k), majorizes each of Z H (z) where H is the oriented line graph of VLG(T, k ); hence each entry of M G (z) majorizes that of M H (z); hence equation (12) and Theorem 3.5 of [Fri08] imply (51).
Proof of Theorem 3.3. It suffices to prove Theorem 3.3 when we restrict to counting pairs of a given pair homotopy type X pairH , since all pairs counted in (11) are of a finite number of possible pair homotopy types.
So fix a pair homotopy type X pairH = (X ≤ , X 1 ≤ , ψ ≤ /B ) (there is no harm in assuming the last element of X pairH equals ψ ≤ /B , since it is isomorphic to ψ ≤ /B ). If (w,S ≤ /B ) is a pair of this pair-homotopy, then the homotopy type of the walk T ≤ is determined by X 1 ≤ and, according to (45) the condition k ≥ ξ is equivalent to
using the notion e B ∈ e T in (45). Next, with the same e B ∈ e T notation, consider all vectors Ξ : E X → N such that for each e T ∈ E T we have each of the functions f S (k, n) has (B, ν S )-bounded expansions to any order, whose bases of coefficients are those of the model and whose i-th order coefficient vanishes if i < ord(X).
Since each S in (54) is nonempty, each such S has j ∈ S for some j ∈ [s]; for such j, S we have Ξ S ≥ Ξ j , and therefore
But in view of (53) we have VLG(X 1 , Ξ j | X1 ) VLG(T, ξ).
Hence ν S ≤ ν with ν as in (10). Hence the expansion coefficients of each f S (k, n) are also (B, ν)-bounded, and then (54) also has such an expansion to any order whose coefficients are (B, ν)-bounded. This proves the existence of expansions of (11) claimed in Theorem 3.3, when (11) is summed over pairs of a given pair homotopy type. Summing over the finite number of pair homotopy types of walk-subgraph pairs X pairH = (X; X ≤ 1 , X 2 ≤ /B ) with walks of homotopy type T ≤ and X 2 ≤
yields the desired expansion theorem for (11).
Furthermore, we know that the coefficients c i of this expansion vanish whenever i < ord(X) for all pair homotopy types X pairH = (X; X ≤ 1 , X 2 ≤ /B ) of a walk-subgraph pair whose union occurs in C n (B) (i.e., whose union occurs with nonzero probability in C n (B) for some n, and hence for all n sufficiently large); but the smallest such ord(X) is the smallest order of a subgraph, U /B , that occurs in C n (B) and contains a subgraph of homotopy type T ≤ and a B-graph isomorphic to ψ /B . This establishes the last claim in Theorem 3.3.
